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Pressure and temperature-dependence of water solubility in Fe-free wadsleyite
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ABSTRACT
The effects of temperature and pressure on water solubility in wadsleyite in the system MgOSiO2-H2O were investigated. Experiments were carried out using a 1000 ton multi-anvil press. One
series of experiments was performed at a Þxed pressure of 15 GPa and at various temperatures and
in a second series the temperature was Þxed at 1200 °C and pressure was varied from 13 to 18 GPa.
The starting material was a mixture of oxides and hydroxides equivalent to the composition Mg2SiO4
+ 5 wt% H2O. Run products consisted of wadsleyite, quenched hydrous melt, and minor amounts of
clinoenstatite. The water content of wadsleyite was quantiÞed by ion probe. Results show that at 15
GPa, the water solubility in wadsleyite decreases signiÞcantly with increasing temperature from ~2.2
wt% H2O at 900 °C down to ~0.9 wt% H2O at 1400 °C; the corresponding Mg/Si ratios increase from
1.80 to 1.91 over this temperature range. This effect appears to be largely due to changes in the water
activity in the coexisting melt. The partition coefÞcient of water between wadsleyite and coexisting
water
melt is nearly independent of temperature with Dwa
dsleyite/melt ≈ 0.08. No signiÞcant effect of pressure on
water solubility was observed at 1200 °C. Our data suggest that the water storage capacity of wadsleyite
in the transition zone is much lower than previously suggested. Together with previous results on
ringwoodite, our data imply a strong decrease of the water partition coefÞcient between wadsleyite
and ringwoodite with temperature. This decrease could have two important consequences: (1) The
width of the 520 km discontinuity may vary strongly as a function of temperature. (2) During cooling
of the Earthʼs mantle since the Hadean, water may have increasingly partitioned from the lower into
the upper part of the transition zone.

INTRODUCTION
During the last three decades, several studies have shown that
the nominally anhydrous minerals (NAMs) of the Earthʼs mantle
can contain water as structurally dissolved hydroxyl groups
(Wilkins and Sabine 1973; Bell and Rossman 1992; Miller et al.
1997; Ingrin and Skogby 2000). More recently, experimental calibrations of water solubility in these minerals became available
(Kohlstedt et al. 1996; Lu and Keppler 1997; Rauch and Keppler
2002; Mierdel and Keppler 2004; Bromiley and Keppler 2004;
Zhao et al. 2004). Kohlstedt et al. (1996) showed that wadsleyite
and ringwoodite are potentially the most hydrous NAMs of the
Earthʼs mantle. There is some evidence, however, that the water
content in wadsleyite may vary as a function of experimental
conditions (Inoue et al. 1995; Kawamoto et al. 1996; Smyth et
al. 1997; Kohn et al. 2002; Litasov and Ohtani 2003; Jacobsen
et al. 2004) and may also depend of the nature of the coexisting
phases. Recent data compilations (Williams and Hemley 2001;
Hirschmann et al. unpublished manuscript) suggest a decrease
of water solubility in wadsleyite with increasing temperature. In
addition, Ohtani et al. (2000) showed that the water content of
ringwoodite, co-existing with a hydrous liquid, decreases with
increasing temperature.
The pressure and temperature dependence of water solubility
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in minerals ultimately determines the equilibrium distribution
of water in the mantle. Thermodynamic models of water solubility in minerals need to separate out the effects of pressure,
temperature, and water fugacity on water solubility to allow any
meaningful prediction of water distribution. For upper-mantle
minerals, this is relatively straightforward, because in experiments at moderate temperatures and pressures, these minerals
coexist with a hydrous ßuid containing only little dissolved
silicate component. One can reasonably assume, therefore, that
the activity of water in this ßuid is close to unity implying that
water fugacity may be calculated with good approximation using the equations of state for pure water. At the pressures and
temperatures of the transition zone or lower mantle, however,
the situation is very different. The ßuid coexisting with minerals
such as wadsleyite or ringwoodite will contain abundant dissolved oxides, yielding a phase more appropriately described as
“hydrous melt” than as “aqueous ßuids.” Water activity in this
melt is probably signiÞcantly below unity and apparent variations
of observed water contents in minerals may reßect changes in
water activity due to changes in melt composition rather than
any temperature dependence of the dissolution reaction itself. If,
however, the equilibrium water content of a phase decreases due
to a reduced water activity in the coexisting melt, this will not
affect the partitioning of water between various minerals. On the
other hand, if water solubility decreases with temperature due to
a negative enthalpy of the dissolution reaction itself, the effects
of temperature on the distribution of water between this phase
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